Everything around us is changing fast. We sometimes find ourselves feeling confused and fragile in this world. The purpose of the design was to reflect our ever-changing minds. We created various images of the textile designs that express different emotional statuses, and then displayed them in a blank dress.
Wearable technology has drastically improved for fashion. Various forms of wearable tech fashion have been proposed in different ways--garments that respond to the environment or sound (Amy Winter, 2015) or dresses that change the pattern of lights activated merely by looking (Ying Gao, 2015) . We proposed here an idea of a future fashion design which is able to display the textile images just by plugging a USB drive. We focused on aesthetics and intended to suggest the concept of wearable technology using cutting-edge technology: 3D projection mapping. Santa Fe, New Mexico For this process, ten textile designs were created by two designers: one designer hand-drew the flowers from her imagination using oil pastels.
Another designer developed the graphic designs 
